MEMORANDUM

To: Dr. Lawrence R. Williams
Chair, Undergraduate Committee

From: Dr. Paula Myrick Short
SVC/SVP and Provost

Date: April 25, 2014

Re: Undergraduate Committee Approvals

I have approved the committee recommendation as related to the following degree programs (report UC 12792 14S). Effective Fall 2014.

UC 12668 13F  Addition of Communication Elective courses for Communication Concentrations
UC 12669 13F  Addition of Communication Elective Courses for the Journalism Concentration
UC 12670 13F  Change to Arab Studies Minor
UC 12672 13F  Changes to B.A. in Dance
UC 12731 13F  Changes to B.A. in Communication
UC 12762 14S  Proposed Spanish for Global Professions Minor
UC 12767 14S  Change to Advertising and Public Relations Minors
UC 12768 14S  Journalism Concentration Print Sequence Curriculum Revisions
UC 12769 14S  Addition of COMM 3358 to four COMM Concentrations
UC 12770 14S  Revisions to Advertising Concentration Curriculum Requirements
UC 12772 14S  Change to B.S. in Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
UC 12773 14S  Additional Math Requirements for the Construction Management Major
I have approved the committee recommendation as related to the following CBM003 forms. Effective Fall 2014.

UC 12570 13F  ECON 4378: Chinese Economy (report UC 12797 14S)
UC 12651 13F  SPAN 2308: Spanish for Heritage Learners II (report UC 12792 14S)